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                    LED Lighting systems for industrial image processing
                    
                
                	Panel lights for transmitted light
	Panel lights for incident light
	Bar lights
	Further models

[image: ]	Continuous mode
	Continuous/flash mode
	For mounting below the belt
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	Continuous/flash mode
	With cosine correction
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	Dark field
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	focusor
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Catalog standard lights incl. pricesCustomized lights - straight from the manufacturer




            
	
                
                    Lighting for visual inspection
                    
                
                [image: ]Transmitted lightVisual inspection via backlighting[image: ]Light cabinVisual inspection in a light cabin[image: ]Top lightVisual inspection via toplighting[image: ]AI systemsLighting for AI workstations
Catalog incl. pricesCustomized lights - straight from the manufacturer




            
	
                
                    Machine lighting and signal lamps
                    
                
                [image: ]Linear lightsMachine lights with and without signal unit[image: ]Machine spotlightMachine spotlight with and without signal unit[image: ]SignalspotsSignalspots for "pick to light" and "pick by light"
Catalog incl. pricesCustomized lights - straight from the manufacturer




            
	
                
                    Consulting / knowledge base / customized production
                    
                
                [image: ]ConsultingWe are glad to use our knowledge to help you find the optimum solution for your application.[image: ]Customized solutionsYou don't have to adapt to our standard lights. We adapt our lighting to your application.[image: ]Knowledge databaseThe fundamentals of light and lighting. Inspirations from successfully completed individual solutions.
Catalog incl. pricesCustomized lights - straight from the manufacturer




            





    

  


  
        
      
    	
                
                    LED Lighting systems for industrial image processing
                    
                
                LED Lighting systems for industrial image processing
Panel lights for transmitted lightContinuous modeContinuous/flash modeFor mounting below the belt
Panel lights for incident lightContinuous modeContinuous/flash modeWith cosine correction
Bar lightsDiffuse/directionalLine
Further modelsLight tunnelDark fieldLightsaberfocusorSpotlightCoaxial lights

Katalog inkl. Preisekundenspezifische Leuchten – direkt vom Hersteller





            
	
                
                    Lighting for visual inspection
                    
                
                Lighting for visual inspection
Transmitted lightLight cabinTop lightAI systems

Katalog inkl. Preisekundenspezifische Leuchten – direkt vom Hersteller





            
	
                
                    Machine lighting and signal lamps
                    
                
                Machine lighting and signal lamps
Linear lightsMachine spotlightSignalspots

Katalog inkl. Preisekundenspezifische Leuchten – direkt vom Hersteller





            
	
                
                    Consulting / knowledge base / customized production
                    
                
                Consulting / knowledge base / customized production
ConsultingCustomized solutionsKnowledge database

Katalog inkl. Preisekundenspezifische Leuchten – direkt vom Hersteller
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        sales@no-spam.planistar.de
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      Sie haben Fragen zu unseren Produkten, benötigen Hilfestellung für die Montage oder dem Betrieb?

    Bitte wenden Sie sich an unseren Support.
+49 (0) 9364 8060-0sales@no-spam.planistar.de



  
    

            
                
                    
                
                
                    



                
                

    
        

    
        
            

  
      
        Manufacturer of high-quality LED lighting for industrial applications
      

    



            



            



        
    



    


                

    
        
            



        

        
                
                    
                    We support our customers right from the planning stage and accompany them until the application is working successfully for the end customer.
 
 For this reason, our consultants not only come from the commercial sector, but also from the field.
 With knowledge and experience of lighting, cameras, software, electronics and our manufacturing capabilities, we are always at our customers' side.

                

            

        
    



                
                    



                
                
                    



                
            


        






  Our Motto:We don't just deliver products, we deliver solutions
          1
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            Consulting
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            Solution
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            Manufacturing
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          Service / Support




  
  planistaroffers an extensive product range for various areas in the industrial sector
      
        LED lighting for industrial image processing
        [image: ]
        
          We have been developing and manufacturing high-quality LED lights for a wide range of machine vision applications since 2002

          	Area lightings
	Light tunnel
	High Power spotlights
	Coaxial lightings
	Bar lights
	Many other models


        

      

      Our solutions for industrial image processing      
        LED lights for visual control / lighting for AI workstations
        [image: ]
        
          DThese special luminaires are manufactured in accordance with the standards for the visual inspection of test objects and can be fitted with any norm light type.

          We are receiving increasing demand for applications for AI workplace systems. The task here is to design good lighting for the worker as well as for the camera system.

          	Visual transmitted-light inspection
	Illumination for incident light inspection
	AI workstation lights


        

      

      Our solutions for visual inspection      
        Machine and signal lights
        [image: ]
        
          Robust LED machine lightings for many applications in mechanical engineering, as well as spotlights for "pick-to-light" and "put-to-light" systems.

          Our machine lights are also available with integrated signal lights. So we combine 2 lights in one. Signals where they can be seen!

          	Linear lights
	Spot lights
	Pin spotlight


        

      

      Our machine and signal lights      
        Customized production
        [image: ]
        
          In addition to our wide range of standard products, we manufacture LED luminaires for our customers according to customer specifications. This means that our customers do not have to adapt to our standard products.

          We adapt to your application and requirements!

        

        [image: ]
      

      Our customized solutions




  Aktuelles und Interessantes
          [image: Neuigkeiten rund um planistar]
          Neuigkeiten
          [image: Unsere Wissensdatenbank]
          Wissensdatenbank
          [image: pdf-Katalog]
          Aktueller pdf-Katalog
          [image: Sie finden uns auf folgenden Messen]
          Messetermine





  
    

            
                
                    
                
                
                    



                
                

    
        

    
        
            

  
      
        SERVICE and ADVICE are very high priorities atplanistar
      

    



            



            



        
    



    


                

    
        
            



        

        
                
                    
                    Our customers often have very complex measuring or testing tasks. We are delighted to advise our customers in order to find the optimum solution for each project.

As lighting plays a decisive role in industrial image processing and visual inspection, we offer our customers the best possible service to convey our many years of experience in the field of lighting technology:

                

            

        
    



                
                    



                
                
                    



                
            


        





    

            
                
                    
                
                
                    



                
                
                    

    



                
                
    


    
            
                    


    
        
            


    
        
            
                


        
            Advice on the phone

            
    

            
                
                    
                
                
                    



                
                
                    

    
        
            

  
      
        

  
      
        Advice on the phone
      

    



      
    



            



            



        
    



                
                
    



    
            
                    


    
        
            


    
        
            
                


        
            
    

            
                
                    
                
                
                    



                
                

    
        

    



    


                

    
        
            



        

        
                
                    
                    Our consultants not only have a commercial background, but also a technical background. This enables us to offer you high-quality specialist advice.

With a wide range of experience from past projects, we will be happy to work out a solution proposal for you.

Contact person:
 Mr Harald Gangl      (sales manager, customer consultant)
 Mr Florian Reinhart (customer consultant, service)

We will be pleased to support you with your project.

Consultation hours:
 Monday - Thursday            8.00 am - 04.00 pm
 Friday                                 8.00 am - 01.00 pm

Tel. +49 (0)9364 8060-0

                

            

        
    



                
                    



                
                
                    



                
            


        


        
    


            
        

    



        

    



                
        





                
                    



                
                
                    



                
            


        


        
    


            
                


        
            Advice by e-mail

            
    

            
                
                    
                
                
                    



                
                
                    

    
        
            

  
      
        

  
      
        Advice by e-mail
      

    



      
    



            



            



        
    



                
                
    



    
            
                    


    
        
            


    
        
            
                


        
            
    

            
                
                    
                
                
                    



                
                

    
        

    



    


                

    
        
            



        

        
                
                    
                    Our consultants not only have a commercial background, but also a technical background. This enables us to offer you high-quality specialist advice.

Please send us as much information as possible about your application:
	Descriptions of the measurement task
	Drawings and/or sketches
	Photos of any preliminary tests

With a wide range of experience from past projects, we will be delighted to work out a possible solution for you.

Contact person:
	Mr Harald Gangl	(Sales manager, customer consultant)
	Mr Florian Reinhart	(Customer consultant, service)

 

We will be pleased to support you to realize your project.

sales@no-spam.planistar.de

                

            

        
    



                
                    



                
                
                    



                
            


        


        
    


            
        

    



        

    



                
        





                
                    



                
                
                    



                
            


        


        
    


            
                


        
            Experiments in our own laboratory

            
    

            
                
                    
                
                
                    



                
                
                    

    
        
            

  
      
        

  
      
        Experiments in our own laboratory
      

    



      
    



            



            



        
    



                
                
    



    
            
                    


    
        
            


    
        
            
                


        
            
    

            
                
                    
                
                
                    



                
                

    
        

    



    


                

    
        
            



        

        
                
                    
                    Theory is good, but practice is better.

In order to be able to work out a suitable solution for you, it is important for us to have a small selection of good and bad parts at our disposal.
 This enables us to examine them in our laboratory to find a suitable luminaire and its proper handling and position for your application.
 After the tests, we will suggest a possible solution.
  

Please send samples to the following address:
 
 planistar Lichttechnik GmbH
 „Labor“
 Wiesenweg 4
 97267 Himmelstadt
 Germany

                

            

        
    



                
                    



                
                
                    



                
            


        


        
    


            
        

    



        

    



                
        





                
                    



                
                
                    



                
            


        


        
    


            
                


        
            Discussions and experiments together with you in our own laboratory

            
    

            
                
                    
                
                
                    



                
                
                    

    
        
            

  
      
        

  
      
        Discussions and experiments together with you in our own laboratory
      

    



      
    



            



            



        
    



                
                
    



    
            
                    


    
        
            


    
        
            
                


        
            
    

            
                
                    
                
                
                    



                
                

    
        

    



    


                

    
        
            



        

        
                
                    
                    We would like to invite you to our customer area with test laboratory in Himmelstadt. Here we will work out a solution together. With your knowledge of the test part and our expertise in the field of illumination, we will rapidly find an ideally suited solution.

Our consultants not only have a commercial background, but also a technical background. This enables us to offer you high-quality specialist advice.

planistar Lichttechnik GmbH, Wiesenweg 4, 97267 Himmelstadt
 (please only by telephone arrangement)

Beratungszeiten:
	Monday - Thursday	8.00 am - 04.00 pm
	Friday 	8.00 am - 01.00 pm

By arrangement also outside consultation hours.

Ansprechpartner:
 Mr Harald Gangl (sales manager, customer consultant)

hgangl@no-spam.planistar.de


 Tel. +49 (0)9364 8060-0

                

            

        
    



                
                    



                
                
                    



                
            


        


        
    


            
        

    



        

    



                
        





                
                    



                
                
                    



                
            


        


        
    


            
                


        
            On-site consultation visit

            
    

            
                
                    
                
                
                    



                
                
                    

    
        
            

  
      
        

  
      
        On-site consultation visit
      

    



      
    



            



            



        
    



                
                
    



    
            
                    


    
        
            


    
        
            
                


        
            
    

            
                
                    
                
                
                    



                
                

    
        

    



    


                

    
        
            



        

        
                
                    
                    Our consultants will also be delighted to visit you. We will work out a solution with you directly on site. With your knowledge of the test part and our expertise in the field of lighting, we will quickly find an optimum solution.

Through preliminary discussions, we bring along a suitable selection of suitable lights. This allows us to test different lighting situations.
 Sustainability is a very important issue for us. As a first step, we therefore try to find a solution through other channels. Experience shows that this is often the most effective way.

Our consultants not only have a commercial background, but also a technical background. This enables us to offer you high-quality specialist advice.

Contact person:

Mr Harald Gangl (Sales manager, technical consultant)

hgangl@no-spam.planistar.de


 Tel. +49 (0)9364 8060-0

                

            

        
    



                
                    



                
                
                    



                
            


        


        
    


            
        

    



        

    



                
        





                
                    



                
                
                    



                
            


        


        
    


            
                


        
            Loan devices for your own tests

            
    

            
                
                    
                
                
                    



                
                
                    

    
        
            

  
      
        

  
      
        Loan devices for your own tests
      

    



      
    



            



            



        
    



                
                
    



    
            
                    


    
        
            


    
        
            
                


        
            
    

            
                
                    
                
                
                    



                
                

    
        

    



    


                

    
        
            



        

        
                
                    
                    Theory is good, but practice is better.

You are welcome to test our LED lighting directly at the event.

We have a large number of lighting fixtures in our test laboratory that we are glad to lend out.

Through preliminary discussions, we find a potential lighting solution and send it to your location. This service is free of charge and easy to manage.

Contact person:
 Mr Harald Gangl      (sales manager, technical consultant)
 Mr Florian Reinhart (customer consultant, service)

We will be pleased to support you with your project.

Consultation hours:
	Monday - Thursday	8.00 am - 04.00 pm
	Friday	8.00 am - 01.00 pm

                    

Tel. +49 (0)9364 8060-0
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          We use our versatile manufacturing options to realize an optimal solution for you

        In order to be able to offer our customers high-quality products for the fields of industrial image processing, visual inspection and mechanical engineering with short delivery times, we at planistar rely on a high level of vertical integration.

        To ensure our high quality standards, we keep information channels short and carry out quality checks in the individual areas on a regular basis. We also subject our LED lighting to a 100% final inspection.

        At planistar, every order is documented on an internal offline server. This enables us to reproduce even older devices.
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  Sustainability atplanistar
Right from the product development phase, we at planistar take care to use materials for our products that can be separated and recycled at the end of their service life.

Furthermore, we are constantly working to reduce the level of material used for our lights while maintaining the same properties and, above all, the same quality. This helps to conserve resources.

Issues such as energy requirements, packaging, the health and well-being of our employees as well as nature and the environment are always considered and taken very seriously.

 

The entire planistar Lichttechnik GmbH
	only generates approx. 22 t CO² per year (Scope 1+2 / as of 2023).
	has a recycling rate of 95 % (as of 2022).
	has energy costs of less than 0.5 % of sales (as at 2022).

 

You can find more information about sustainability here





  
    

            
                
                    
                
                
                    



                
                

    
        

    
        
            

  
      
        Any questions?
      

    



            



            



        
    



    


                

    
        
            



        

        
                
                    
                    Our team will be at your disposal for any questions you may have. We will process your request as soon as possible.
	+49 (0) 9364 8060-0	sales@no-spam.planistar.de	 	Catalog incl.	prices
		Office hours:	 
	Monday - Thursday	8.00 am - 04.00 pm
	Friday	8.00 am - 01.00 pm

	 	 	Accessories incl. prices



                

            

        
    



                
                    



                
                
                    



                
            


        



You can also find us at:[image: Logo XING]
      [image: Logo Linkedin]
    






    
      
        planistar Lichttechnik GmbH
        Wiesenweg 4

        D-97267 Himmelstadt

        	Tel	+49 (0) 9364 8060-0
	Fax	+49 (0) 9364 8060-29
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      © 2024 planistar Lichttechnik GmbH
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